up cramming themselves behind this ad hoc seating area for the standing-room-only event.
Th ose who have arrived in good time eventually drift over to the booths or the chairs set up at the main table and take their seats, seemingly unprompted. Th e sound of steady conversation continues without missing a beat when two fi gures, each wearing an apron, come out of the kitchen located at the back of the restaurant. Th ey greet and mingle with the crowd while distributing small, folded strips of paper. After a few minutes, the taller of the aproned fi gures begins to speak as he pours glasses of water for those seated around him at the dining table and the booths. At fi rst, his voice is barely audible amidst the chattering crowd, and he has to stop and start again, more loudly, in order to be heard:
You know, I'm a chintzy tipper when it comes to restaurants. Every time I go into a restaurant and I don't get a glass of water, I feel like I've been cheated. I learned this in my Dad's café. He says you always start with a glass of water. Th at's the very fi rst thing you do. You show up at the table with menus and water. Th e water is like a welcome.
Th e man continues to speak as he pours glasses of water. He is wearing a bow tie, and his white shirt-apron has the word "Wah!" printed on it, inside of the outline of a red dialogue bubble. He eventually makes his way through the rows of tables back toward the kitchen. Just before exiting, he turns back toward the audience:
But don't forget, the glasses have to be clean. One time I served a glass of water with lipstick on the rim, and I didn't get a tip that day.
He exits through a pair of swinging doors into the kitchen. DING! Th e bell of a short order cook sounds while another voice asks, "Who ordered the racial?" Th e second waiter enters from the kitchen and begins to silently pour tea for the seated guests. She is wearing a plain white waist-apron and a loose frog-button blouse. As she pours, the fi rst waiter states from off stage:
Better watch out for the craw, better watch out for the goat. Th at's the mix, the breed, the half-breed, metis, quarter-breed, trace-of-a-breed true demi-semi-ethnic polluted rootless living technicolor snarl to complicate the underbelly Panavision of racism and bigotry across this country. I know, you're going to say, that's just being Canadian.
Th ese are the opening moments of High( bridi )Tea , 1 a performance installation that took place at Vancouver's Nice Café on 17 November 2000.
2 High( bridi )Tea was fi rst conceived and developed by multidisciplinary artist Haruko Okano and acclaimed poet Fred Wah at the Banff Centre for the Arts in Alberta in 1998. Both artists were in residence at the time, each pursuing individual projects on hybridized languages when a passing conversation between them about a mould-infected batch of Okano's kombucha brew revealed a mutual interest in issues of contamination, cultural hybridity, and race.
3 What resulted was a two-year collaboration between the artists that brought together elements of performance, poetry, installation, and environmental art. A workshop presentation of High( bridi ) In title, concept, and form, High (bridi )Tea cites the BritishAsian colonial high tea service as a central motif. 5 Wah and Okano act as waiters for the evening, pouring tea and serving bread to the assembled guests, twenty-six of whom sit at place-settings made up of white china tea cups and "fungus napkins": paper soaked in a mould-infected batch of kombucha and imprinted with text.
Th ere is one table setting for each of the letters in the English alphabet, and the performance begins "the moment all 26 place settings are occupied" (Okano, "1998 (Okano, " -2001 High(bridi)Tea Performances info"). For the next fi fty minutes or so, Okano and Wah take turns reciting personal anecdotes as they serve their guests water, black tea with milk, and slices of white bread.
Words like "apartheid," "banana," "corrupt," and "quota" have been silk-screened in mould on the bread slices, and the paper plate that the bread is presented on has been soaked in a mouldy kombucha, giving it a mottled brown appearance. At the end of the performance, participants were invited to save their slice of bread, along with a menu and a waiter's bill of service that had been distributed over the course of the evening. 
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High( bridi )Tea issues an important challenge to the developmental narratives of both dominant and "marginal" accounts of Canadian history and memory, including a still-formulating, pan-ethnic "Asian Canadian" history and memory that has been in the process of unfolding since the late 1960s (Day, "Interventing Innocence"; see also Xiaoping Li and Watada) . 6 Developed and presented at the turn of the twenty-fi rst century, after the federal government's 1988 apology for Japanese Canadian internment but before apologies for restricting and then eventually barring Chinese immigration to Canada from 1885 to 1947, High( bridi ) Tea remembers the painful multigenerational eff ects of national exclusion and internment on Chinese and Japanese Canadian subjects during the fi rst half of the twentieth century.
7 Th e performance revisits this history primarily through piecemeal anecdotes off ered by Wah and Okano. Wah recounts stories of growing up and working in his father's Chinese Canadian restaurant in Swift Current, Saskatchewan, and Okano recalls the often-horrifi c details of a childhood marked by illness, abuse, and enforced cultural assimilation in the various foster homes and schools she found herself in following the war and her family's internment. At the same time, however, as a participatory performance event staged around the rituals of presenting, serving, and consuming tea in real time, High( bridi )Tea articulates this history not just along the lines of narrative or thematic content, but through a critical exploration of what memory scholar Paul Connerton has identifi ed as the embodied performativity of the "commemorative ceremony": that is, the frequently unconscious codes of habitual bodily practice assumed by participants in the socially symbolic ritual or event (4-5).
I contend that High( bridi )Tea 's formal structure-organized around the corporeal and sensorial protocols of eating, drinking, talking, and tasting in the high tea service-provokes us to remember, not just Asian Canada, but a largely forgotten history of Asian Canadian avant-garde performance practice.
8 Th is may be just as important as remembering the social histories of Asian Canadian racialized labour and displacement that the piece also rehearses. By keeping both sociological and aesthetic frames of history and memory in play in the following assessment of High( bridi )Tea , I suggest that, as scholars of theatre and performance, we might 
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Words like "apartheid," "banana," "corrupt," and "quota" have been silkscreened aspire toward a more ambitious model of locating and historicizing the "heterogeneity, hybridity, and multiplicity" (Lowe 1996) of Asian Canadian politics and performance beyond a discourse of perpetual minority emergence, 9 or, put another way, beyond the selective analytic poles of minority absence in the past and minority arrival in the oft-deferred present/future. Instead of turning to performance in order to merely confi rm the "sociological fact" of an unproblematized and undiff erentiated Asian Canadian history and memory, I ask: what happens when we ask more particular kinds of questions of Asian Canadian performance objects, such as how, where, when, and for what purpose has Asian Canadian history taken on expressive shape in aesthetic form?
Serving Tea: A (Very) Brief History of Food in (Experimental) Performance
In her 1999 article, "Playing to the Senses: Food as a Performance Medium," Barbara Kirshenblatt-Gimblett notes that "food and the processes associated with it are performance art avant la lettre " (11). Food's "already artfulness," as Kirshenblatt-Gimblett puts it, or its inherent tendency to provoke cultural activity that far exceeds the basic requirements of human sustenance, has long attracted artists testing the boundaries between art and everyday life. In her extensive histories of food in performance in "Playing to the Senses" and in 2006's "Making Sense of Food in Performance: Th e Table and the Stage," Kirshenblatt-Gimblett cites experimental performance works by Alberto Marinetti, Allan Kaprow, Carolee Schneeman, Judy Chicago, Mingwei Lee, and Rirkrit Tiravanija, among others, as examples of culinary performance that mine "the commensality" or the social reciprocity of food performance. In particular, High( bridi )Tea 's "non-matrixed" performance structure shares many of the same performance signatures as Kaprow's "Happenings" of the late 1950s and 1960s (Kirby) .
In fact, the genealogical link between Kaprow's avant-gardist "Happenings" and High( bridi )Tea is closer than might initially be presumed. Wah, who is best known as a Governor General's Award-winning poet and former Canadian Parliamentary Poet Laureate, was part of a 1960s West Coast experimental poetry scene in Vancouver that linked formal experimentations with language in poetry with a social critique of existing Canadian poetic and cultural traditions (Butling and Rudy). From 1961 to 1969, Wah-along with George Bowering, Frank Davey, David Dawson, and Jamie Reid-released a monthly poetry newsletter titled TISH at the University of British Columbia, where they were students at the time. In 1963, the group organized the Vancouver Poetry Conference at UBC, which featured talks by poets Charles Olson and Robert Creeley, leaders in the New American or "Language" school of poetry whose "projectivist" poetics greatly infl uenced well-known off shoots, including the New York Poets, the Beat Poets, and the San Francisco School. Wah would go on to study with both Olson and Creeley at the University of New Mexico (Albuquerque) and the University of Buff alo and has cited Olson's 1963 conference talk on his poem, "Place and Names," as a major infl uence on his poetics (Wah, Faking It 26; Wah and McTavish) . 10 Th e history of transnational exchange between the Language School poets and the TISH poets has been well documented within the study of Canadian literary poetics, with excellent articles detailing Wah's critical practice and reception by Jeff Derksen (1995), Iyko Day (2006), and Donald Goellnicht (2008) , to name a few. What is perhaps less well known from a theatre and performance studies perspective is the infl uence of the storied Black Mountain College (1933 College ( -1957 as an important backdrop to Wah's training and his subsequent experiments across medial form. Just as Kaprow's interest in the artfulness of everyday actions has been traced to the Black Mountain College's post-war experiments integrating music, dance, painting, and poetry with the aesthetics of everyday life through his teacher, composer John Cage, so too might Wah's ongoing engagement with the performative and embodied aspects of spoken language (i.e., breath, sound, rhythm, accent, infl ection) be traced to his teachers, Olson and Creeley, the former served as rector of the College from 1951 to 1956.
For her part, Okano has been creating and curating installation-based environmental art since the early 1990s, and draws on a minimalist/conceptual visual art tradition that has been largely self-taught. In fact, a number of related projects by Okano significantly bracket the High( bridi )Tea collaboration, namely: 1995's Mould Paintings , three paintings on canvas using mould cultivated from black tea and sugar (Okano, "Gallery -Environmental Work, Indoor 1"); 1995's Halfbred: Miscegenation, Bisexuality, & Transgender cabaret and exhibit, co-curated by Okano (with Glenn Alteen and Aiyyana Maracle) and installed at the Helen Pitt Gallery in Vancouver in collaboration with the Grunt Gallery and Video In (Okano, "CV"); 11 and 2011's Wonderbred installation, which similarly used bread as material and the dining table set up as sculptural environment (Okano, "Gallery -Studio Work 7"). Like Wah, Okano uses multidisciplinary and process-based approaches to her art and frequently employs organic materials and site-specifi city in her creations. On her artist website, Okano categorizes High( bridi )Tea as a "community participatory public art" project, and identifi es audience participation and artistic collaboration as important tenets of her artistic practice (Okano, "Bio" and "Statement") .
I recite this admittedly partial history of avant-gardist aesthetic infl uence neither to re-entrench nor to romanticize a largely white, masculinist, US-centric genealogy of politically radical postmodern performance but, rather, to point to the historical and historiographic complexity of a piece like High( bridi )Tea . To echo literary critic and cultural historian Timothy Yu, "the analytic power of the concept of the avant-garde is that it reminds us that the aesthetic and the social are inseparable" (2). By serving tea in real time within the space of the west coast, Chinese Canadian café, Wah and Okano engage at least two conventionally distinct histories at the same time: one legible as aesthetic history, formally imbedded in the post-war, post-studio, visual art experiments of
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| FEATURES the 1960s; the other recognizable as social history, recalling the racialized and gendered signifi cance of domestic service industries like the restaurant, the laundromat, and the teahouse to the social worlds and economic livelihoods of west coast Chinese and Japanese Canadian subjects through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Instead of obscuring one of these histories in order to shed light on the other, High( bridi )Tea insists upon the interdependency of both of these scenes together. Social and aesthetic interdependency is a key characteristic of what Shannon Jackson has elsewhere identifi ed as "social art practice." As Jackson explains it, "the social turn" in contemporary art practice and theory-as theorized in the art world by curator Nicolas Bourriaud and art historian Claire Bishop-has incited signifi cant debates about the strategic uses of relational and confrontational (or alienating) aesthetics in socially-engaged art practice. While High( bridi )Tea 's participatory tea service performance may seem, on one hand, to be a prototypical scene of "feel-good," socially-relational performance in the vein of Tiravanija's food performances, on the other, a closer look at the specifi c materials, bodies, and histories that interact within the piece reveal the extent to which both relational and antagonistic social dynamics inform High( bridi )Tea 's performance of the past in the present.
Mouldy Bread-Offi cial Multiculturalism and Rogue Memory
Much of the conceptual force of High( bridi )Tea rests on a linguistic pun that also takes on material shape: mouldy white bread. Rather than the expected gastronomical sampling of "Asian cuisine" one might expect at a performance inside a Chinese Canadian-run café on Vancouver's eastside, guests are served slices of white bread covered in contaminated language: literally, fresh bread silkscreened with words imprinted in bread mould. Moreover, this hybridized language also evades conventional expectation: citing not only "Asian" or "Anglo" language forms, High( bridi )Tea investigates language as a vehicle for and vestige of intercultural contact and transculturation in and among Asian, Indigenous, and European groups in Canada. Words in Japanese Pidgen and Chinook Jargon litter the plates and menus distributed among viewer-participants, suggesting forgotten histories of "colonial proximities" that, as Renisa Mawani argues, "demonstrates that the dispossession of aboriginal peoples and Chinese exclusion were never distinct projects, but part of the same colonial processes of racialization . . . of the settler regime" (Mawani, dustjacket) .
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Returning to bread: what exactly does it mean to serve a dining room full of guests mouldy bread? Kirshenblatt-Gimblett notes, "One of the ways that food is made to perform is through the dissociation of food from eating and eating from nutrition" ("Making" 85). Indeed, bread performs in High( bridi )Tea through its disarticulation as consumable food: the introduction of mould cultures on the bread dishes that Wah and Okano serve up render the bread inedible but also sensorially transformed. Guests are required to contend with their dishes, not as food to be taken in through the mouth, but as aesthetic objects to be experienced through the eye. Bread also performs long after High( bridi )Tea has offi cially ended. Guests are invited to bring home the contaminated bread slices in ziplock bags, whereupon they can observe the slow, cannibalistic progression of the bread mould, fi rst eating through the outlines of the screened-on text, before moving on to the rest of the slice. Finally, bread performs in High( bridi )Tea as a material metaphor for the fi ctive pure and originary whiteness of Canadian national culture itself. By materializing that which typically absents itself from a perceptual realm of "culture," Wah and Okano turn the visual-epistemic logic of offi cial multiculturalism's politics of recognition back in on itself. While drinking black tea and eating white sliced bread is behaviour that rarely receives the label of "ritual ceremony" or "cultural performance," this is exactly the kind of distanced perspective that High( bridi )Tea invites of its participant-observers, as a kind of reverse-ethnographic gaze on to British colonial social rituals. At the same time, the layering of Wah and Okano's narratives of cultural assimilation-inherited through the legacies of legal exclusion and internment-includes the artists themselves as reluctant but fully entangled subjects in Canada's white-bred, settler culture.
Sixteen years, at the time of my writing, have now passed since High( bridi )Tea 's last performance. So why return to it now and in particular for this special issue on commemoration? Th roughout this article, I have been arguing that High( bridi )Tea documents a critical practice of Asian Canadian experimental performance. By outlining the interdependency of High( bridi )Tea 's social and aesthetic experimentation, I hope to have off ered a new perspective within recent attempts to "inaugurate" an emerging fi eld of Asian Canadian theatre and performance studies (Aquino and Knowles vii) . Since the late 2000s, the term "Asian Canadian Th eatre" has appeared with increasing frequency within both scholarly discourse and cultural practice. While the presumed benefi ts of expanding the existing terrain of "Canadian Th eatre" to accommodate the updated (and updating) modifi er "Asian" have gone largely unquestioned, I would caution against too easily embracing the implied trajectory of national and disciplinary progress without fi rst looking backwards in time toward other domains of performative activity. By remembering High( bridi )Tea at the crossroads of transnational 1960s experimental performance scenes, 1990s social art practice, and fi ve decades of Asian Canadian political activism, we might begin to grapple with that which continues to be forgotten in the head-long rush for "recognition, redress, and reconciliation": that is, the nation's rogue histories, the ones that, like mould, may have "gone bad," but have never entirely gone away. Wong's 1990 exhibit, Yellow Peril: Reconsidered (2000 .
5 Tea, of course, is a colonial commodity historically linked to imperial British trade through the East India Company. And, as tea historian Jane Pettigrew notes, despite present-day associations of British "high tea" with privileged settings-especially in its imperial outposts-it was in fact a social ritual linked to working class Britons, due to its heartier fare and later dinner-time hour.
6 By marking a distinction between Asian Canadian history and memory, I mean less to draw on rigid distinctions around "real" or "true" memory, say, in the tradition of Pierre Nora in Les lieux de mémoire , than to simply note that Asian Canadians have both history and memory and that the two have not always neatly converged. For example, the commemorative project of memorializing a politically-positioned, pan-ethnic Asian Canadian history may have begun in the 1960s, but how this history has negotiated its own internal diff erences along the axes of gender, sexuality, class, and ethnicity is still very much in the process of unfolding. For more on conceptualizations of collective memory that attempt to move beyond an "additive" approach to the nation-state, see Rothberg, "Between Memory and Memory: From Lieux de mémoire to Noeuds de mémoire" (2010). (Oikawa 2002) . Under the martial law edicts of the Mackenzie King administration, Japanese Canadians were dispersed to camps across western, central, and eastern Canada, from B.C.'s interior to as far east as Nova Scotia, where they were forced to live and to work until as late as 1949, when coastal relocation requirements were fi nally lifted and Japanese Canadians regained their rights as citizens to vote (Day 2016, 214-15; see also Day 2010; Robinson 2009; and Adachi 1976 Th e Coloniality of Japanese Internment in Australia, Canada, and the U.S." Although much more could be said about Indigenous and Asian encounters at the crossroads of transPacifi c trade and labour routes and overlapping histories of statesanctioned dispossession, suffi ce it to say here that Chinook Jargon was a widely-spoken nineteenth-century composite trade language spoken in the Pacifi c Northwest not only used by Indigenous (Chinook and Nuuchaanaulth), French, British, and American speakers, but also by Chinese, Black, and Native Hawaiian (Kanaka Maoli) subjects whose presence in the regional economy is linguistically accounted for in the now mostly obsolete 500-word Chinook Jargon lexicon. Japanese Canadian Pidgen is a creolized Japanese-English vernacular that also collided with Indigenous words and names (especially place names) during internment, when Japanese removal and forced relocation frequently occurred on and around unceded Indigenous territory, from Nanaimo, to Slocan, to Kananaskis, to Petawawa. For more on Asian Canadian perspectives on Chinook Jargon, see Monika Kin Gagnon's exegesis of Henry Tsang's 1993 installation Utter Jargon at the Kamloops Art Gallery in Other Conundrums: Race, Culture, and Canadian Art , 163-143.
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